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I. INTRODUCTION 
A Sylow 2-subgroup T of the Mathieu group Ma4 has order 21” and a 
center Z(‘(T) of order 2. The factor group ?‘jZ(a) is a split extension of its 
unique (elementary) abelian subgroup of order 26 (Lemma 3.1) by a dihedral 
group of order ZZ3. We prove the following result. 
THEOREX. Let G be a jilzite group with a Sylow Z-subgroup S ~~o?~~~p~~~ 
to T/Z(T). Assume O(G) = 1. T/z en the unique abeliasz subgro24$ of order 2” 
in S is a xorma2 subgroup of G. 
This result is interesting in comparison with the situation for a Sylow 
2-snbgroup TI of Conway’s simple group CO,. ere again \ Tl / = 2:O, 
j Z(TI)\ = 2, and T,/Z(T,) is a split extension an elementary abehan 
normal subgroup of order 26 by a dihedrai group of order 2”. However, 
the infinitely many simple groups .&$a, A,, , Sp(6, 2), Q(7, q) with q E $3 
(mod 8) have Sylow 2-subgroups isomorphic to TJZ(3;). See [iI-151 for 
related characterizations. 
cent results have facilitated our investigation. The first (Lemma 2.1) 
Solomon provides us with a convenient conjugation family (in 
the sense of Aiperin). In our situation the local conjugating sets can be 
shown to iie in &(2(S)) and N,(A) w h ere A is the abehan subgroup of 
order 29 in S. This enables us to prove that A is strongly closed in S with 
respect to G. At this point an application of D. XI. Goldschmidt’s classification 
of finite gronps with an abelian strongly closed Z-subgroup (Lenma 2.5) 
completes the proof of the theorem, 
In this way we obtain an independent proof of the main statement in 
[I 1.) Key Theorem]: 
Z)(OROLLARY* Let H be a finite group with a Syhw 2-subgroup T of type 
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J44 . Assume Z(T) _C Z(H) and O(H) = 1. Then the unique normal extra- 
special subgroup of order 27 of T is norrmal in H. 
For the sake of readability we have decided to include a fair amount 
of detail in the following presentation. Notation, however, is standard and 
will not be explained. 
2. GENERAL RESULTS 
In this section we state some general results to be used later. In all cases 
J denotes a finite group. 
LEMMA 2.1 [13, Lemma 3.1, and 21. Let p be a prime and P a$xed Sylow 
p-subgroup of J. Consider the set Z? of subgroups H of P that satisfy the following 
conditions: 
(1) H is a tame Sylow intersection with P, i.e., there is a Sylow p-subgroup 
Q of J with H = P n Q such that N,(H) and No(H) are Sylow p-subgroups 
of N,(H); 
(2) C,(H) Cw; 
(3) His a Sylow p-subgroup of O,*,.(N,(H)); 
(4) H = P OY N,(H)/H is p-isolated. 
Form the set Y of all pairs (H, N) with HE &’ and 
N = N,(H), if H = C,&$.Z-(H), 
N = N,(H) n C&$2(H), if H C C&&Z’(H), 
and the set Y’ of pairs (H, C,(H)) where H satisfies (l), but not all of (2)-(4). 
Then 9 u 9” is a conjugation family w.r.t. P in J. In particular, foT elements 
x, y of P conjugate in J there exist (Hi , Ni) E Y (i = I,..., m) and elements 
xa E Hi , ni E Ni such that 
x=x1, z $8 zzz x ifl for 1 < i < m - 1, xzm = y. 
By a fundamental theorem of H. Bender [3] a 2-isolated group L has 
Sylow 2-subgroups with just one involution or else L has normal subgroups 
L, 2 L, such that L/L, and L, have odd order and L,/L, is isomorphic to 
one of the simple groups PSL(2,2”), Sx(2~), PSU(3,2”) for suitable n > 2, 
a so-called simple group of Bender type, 
LEMMA 2.2. The only simple group of Bender type involved in GL(5, 2) 
is PSL(2,4) G A, . 
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Proof. This follows from a comparison of group orders except for 
the case of PSL(2,8). A Sylow 3-subgroup of PSL(2,8) is cyclic of order 9 
[8, p. 1961 whereas GJJ5,2) has an elementary abelian Sylow 3-subgroup 
of order 9 which is contained in GL(4,2) r A, . 
LEMMA 2.3. Let P be a Sylow subgroup of J and P1 a weakly closed ~bg~o~p 
Qf w.r.t. J. If j acts on a set Q, then J-conjugate elements of 9 that are 
fixed by P1 are already conjugate under NJP,). 
Proof. 0. Griin [17] has shown that this is a consequence of Sylow’s 
theorems. This fundamental Lemma is also a consequence of a more powerful, 
but elementary result of J. L. Alperin based on Sylow’s theorems [1]. 
The following technical lemma on fusion has been suggested by 
aldmiiller; it will be applied in the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
hMMA 2.4. hppose we have a subset B, a subgroup ci, and elements 
x, y, g of ,I szech that 
(i) 1 E andBn U = 1; 
(ii) U is a Z-subgroup #l; 
(iii) ao two distinct elements of U are conjugate in J; 
(iv) element of B# is conjugate to an element of ET* in J; 
(-4 
(vi) g &as odd oyder, xQ = y, and Bx v Uy is invariant wader g. 
Then / hi / = 2. 
Assume by way of contradiction that / U 1 = 2” with ?n > 2. 
e first show that 
(vii) there is precisely one element x E Uy with 29 E Bx. 
The statement is clear if B = (1); note that (x} U Uy is g-invariant by 
(vi) and x f y by (v). If R # (I) let b + I in B and suppose (bx)g E Uy, 
= (bx)y = bgy for some u E U, hence u = bg agarnst (iv). Therefore 
x for all b # 1 in B; (vii) follows. 
(viii) Suppose yO E Uy and g: yO + ulyO -+ u,y, ---t ... with distirzct 
elements 1, y , g2 of U. Then g fixes u, + 1. 
In fact, u . ulyo = (uIyo)~ = uzyo , hence ul” = uz@ E pi and, by (iii)> 
2q = ‘a1 ~ ehaveg:x+y+yg+*..wherey~EUyory”E:Bx.Asstime 
that yg E Bx so that x = y. Since we assume m >, 2, the set V = Uy\{y) 
is not empty* Clearly V is invariant under g. Either g has an orbit in V 
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of length at least three or g fixes at least two elements of V. In the first 
case (viii) applies and g fixes an element u # 1 of U. In the second case, 
if g fixes the distinct elements zliy and z~sy of V, then u,y * (usy)-r = 
ulf42 -i = u E U” serves the same purpose. In any case g: zcy + uyg + . . . . 
If uyg E Bx, then x = uy against x = y and u # 1. If uyg E Uy, then 
yg E Uy n Bx = @. This contradiction shows that 
(ix) yg E Uy. 
Set yg = Roy. We have to consider (my>“. If (my>” E Bx, then x = uy = yg, 
N = uY\iY,Yg) is invariant under g and, as above, there is an element 
u E 73s fixed by g. One gets g: zcy -+ ~yg -+ zl(uy)g --+ *... Either u(vy)g E Bx, 
whence x = uyg against x = yg and EC # 1, or ti(vy)g E Uy, whence (vy)g E 
Uy n Bx = @. This contradiction shows that 
(9 (vYlg E UY. 
It follows from (viii) that g fixes v. Hence 
where n is the order of z, and the length of the g-orbit of y. This number 
is a power of 2 by (ii) and odd by (vi). Hence n = 1 and v = 1, the final 
contradiction. 
LEMMA 2.5 [6]. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of J, A an abelian subgroup 
of S strongly closed in S w.r.t. J. Set M = {AJ) and J = J/O(M). Then 
a = 0,(l%y?,(s,)f OP a Sylow 2-subgroup S, of M containing A; and M 
is a central product of an abelian 2-group and groups L such that L = L’ and 
N = L/Z(L) is a simple group of one of the following types: 
(a) N is of Bender type (see remark following Lemma 2.1); 
(b) Nr PSL(2, q), q = 3, 5 (mod S), q > 3; 
(c) N is of type Janko-R ee, i.e. N has an involution t in the center 
of a Sylow 2-subgroup such that CIY(t) = {t} x N, with N, s PSL(2, q), 
q = 3, 5 (mod 8) (see [6] for references). 
Moreover in case (b) and (c) Z(L) has odd order. 
3. THE STRUCTURE OF S 
We consider a 2-group S presented by generators a, , bI , c, , a, , b, , c, , 
w, vr , vs and relations indicating that these generators are involutions and 
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transform each other according to the following table of conjugates xg = 
y-lxy. A. bar indicates that xv = x. It follows from Table I in Ill? that 
s gT.& T/Z(T) h w ere T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Mz4. ne checks with 
Table I that the following mappings define automorphisms ai of S. Again 
bars denote elements that are left fixed. 
TABLE I 
Conjugates xy 
a1 _ I _ - - - - - - 
33 _ _ _ - - - - - “A 
Cl - - - - - - Wl &cl - 
% 
-  -  -  -  -  -  I  -  -  
3, - - - - - - - a,b2 - 
c2 - _ - - - - as2 - &c, 
- - a,w - - a,w - - - 
- - aJwl - aavl - - - VWL 
- UlV2 - - - a,b,v, - wvg - 
TABLE II 
Images x-3 for Some Automorphisms tii 
a2 4 C2 a1 b, Cl - % Vl 
- - - - - - .wb: - CIVZ 
- 4, ala,b, . cl - - agcz - - - 
We set A = (a b c a b c) F = (aI, a2, b,, Q, and Lp = 17 13 1, 29 2, 2 3 
<w, Vl, v2). Clearly Z(S) = <al, a&, S’ = .F<w), and ~5 z AL) W&E; 
A n D = 1. The group S has 30 conjugacy classes of involutions with 
representatives x as listed in Table III. 
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TABLE III 
S-Classes of Involutions 
x I xs I Remarks 
al 
% 
ala2 
b, 
6, 
ah 
4, 
bib, 
Cl 
C2 
as1 
w2 
b,c, 
b,c, 
wzb2 . cl 
w& . c2 
ClCZ 
w2blb2wz 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
8 
8 
A<w, VI> 
A * <w) 
A . <vs> 
C&l) 
C&l) 
A 
A 
W 4 
wb, 4 
wb, 4 
wb,bl 4 
Vl 8 
VZ 8 
wk a 
aav2 8 
Cl% 8 
Cz% 8 
az . Cl% 8 
al * Wl 8 
xs = xc for C = <cl, c& .FD 
01~: w -+ wb, 
a,~-+: w + wb, 
01~01~01~: w + wb,b, 
<al, az, 4 , c2, w, vJ 
011: VI + 212 
CS(Vl> 
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p>rOOf* If x E Z(M), then x has one or two conjugates. 
Z(M) CF, but b,b, qk Z(M). Hence 1 Z(M)\ < P. Suppose A* f A is 
another abelian subgroup of order 26. Now 1 A . A* j . 1 A n A” ! = 
\ A j . j A* i = 21%. All this implies 2j = 1 A n A* iI Let EJ = 01 * d E A*\A 
with a E A and de D. Then A n A* C C,(u) = C’,(d). 
shows that 1 C,(d)1 < 2”-, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3.2. The elementary abelian subgroups of order 2s in = ~s(4 
are 
1 = <a1 > %, w, b, , VA and R2 = <aI , a2 , w, b, , wz>* These groups U are 
normal in S, U = C,(U), with factor groups S/U of types El6 and C, X D, . 
FrooJ By Lemma 3.1, (a, , a2 , w> = L?,Z(K,) C U. We have K1 = 
so that K,/F is dihedral. In particular, Kl # FU. Therefore (b, ) b,) n U 
If b,b, E hi, then UC CKJb,b,) = Kl n A(w) = F<ws>> hence U = F(w). 
If bib, $ U, we may assume b, E U where CKl(b,) = F(w, vl)* Th 
u = (al 2 ~2, w, b, , x> for some involution x E (bS , vl>\(aa , 6,). 
x E (wl ) a& and U = R1 . 
kEMPvIa 3.3. Set S* = SjZ(S). Then Z(S*) = (w*, bi*, 6,“); the only 
e~e~enta~~ abelian subgroups of an order at least 25 ia S* me 
c = (Z(S”), cl*, c2*j, 
c, = (z(s*), cl*, v2*), and c, = (Z(S”), c2*, wj.*c), 
they are normal in S*; C U Cl U C,\(1) is the set of ~nvQ~~tio~s of S*. 
Proof Recall that Z(S) = (a,, as>. By Table I, Z(P) = (w*, bl*, b,*) 
and S* = Z(S*) . (cl*, cZ*> . (v~*, vz*j. Let U be an abeiian subgroup 
of S* with j zi 1 > 25 and G # U. TheE U contains an involution t = ZZCZJ 
with x E Z(P), c E (cl*, c2”), w E (a,*, v2*p, and UC Cs*(t) = Cs*(cv), 
For these involutions cv one computes C,,(ca) = Cl or C, . The coset 
cvl*v,* consists of elements of order 4; the involutions of Cq* must 
centralize q*, hence lie in C, ; similarly the involutions of CQ* lie in C, s 
w e paint the involutions of S* red and green: an involution x* will be 
called red when x2 # 1, otherwise green. Ultimately we shall be interested 
in green involutions only, but for the investigation af their fusion in 
Lemma 4.2 the red involutions have a key function. 
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TABLE IV 
S*-Classes of Red Involutions 
X* s* lx* I ,s* X’ contained in 
(W * 
(&JJ * 
@,v,) * 
&cd * 
2 4 <bl*>(wcl)* c, n c 
2 a1 <bl*>(w%u * c, n c 
4 aI @a*, w*>@,v,)* Cl 
4 aI @z”, w *b, *>&wJ * G 
x* 
(%c2)* 
cz = cp 
4 ala2 @,*, b,*>(wwP C\(G ” G> 
4. LOCALISATION OF FUSION 
From now on we fix a finite group G with O(G) = 1 and Sylow 2-subgroup 
S (as described in Section 3). For the later application of Lemma 2.1 to 
the situation (J, P) = (G, S) we wish to control the conjugating groups N 
appearing as (H, N) E Y. 
LEMMA 4.1, Let (H, N) E 9’. If H = C,Q~Z(H), then A _C H and 
NC N,(A). l’f H C C,Q,Z(H), then N _C C&(S). 
Proof. By condition (2) of Lemma 2.1, Z(S) C QJ(H). Therefore 
N _C &Z(S), if H C C,i&Z(H). We now assume 
H = C&2(H). (2) 
If A _C H, then Lemma 3.1 implies N = N,(H) _C N,(A) as desired. We 
therefore assume 
AgH (5) 
and seek a contradiction. 
By (2’) and (5) there is an involution u E QJ(H)\A with H _C C,(u). 
Table III shows that some automorphism 01 of S in <a1 , c& maps K = C,(U) 
onto 
iTI = C,(w) or K2 = C,(vl). 
It is clear that we need only exclude the cases HZ K1 and H _C K, . 
Assume H C Kl . By (2), B,Z(K,) Z sz,Z(H) where Q,Z(K,) = (al , az, W} 
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has or&r 2” and / sZ,Z(H)I < 2j. If j Qk,Z(N)i = 2j, th by EGAiXti 3.2 
and (2’) C,Q,Z(H) = QJ(R), H 4 S, and 8/H s El6 or C, X LB8 is a 
Sylow kubgroup of N(H-)/H. By (4) in conjunction with Bender’s result 
stated in Section 2 and Lemma 2.2 this is impossible. If / ,Q,Z(H)j = 2”, 
then L+Z(H) = (a1 ) u2 ) w, x) for an involution x in <6, ) b2) U (b, , b&v1 u 
<b, , b,>v, with J&Z(H) = Q,Z(K, fi C’(x)). Kow K1 n C(b,b,) = F(w) is 
elementary of order 25, hence x + b,b, s If x = b, then H = Kl n C(bl) = 
F(TJ, VJ 4 S with S/H g Es against (4) as above. Siimilarly x f 6,. 
If x E <b,)u, then N = K1 n C(x) = R, against / &Z(H)] = 2”. There are 
no further involutions in (b, ) b&v, . Similarly, x E (ip, , b,)z, is impossible. 
We are left with .QJ(H) = (a1 ) aa , w>, hence N = K1 . By (l), ATG(H)/ 
has an elementary abelian Sylow 2-subgroup of order 4. This contradicts 
(4) and Lemma 2.2 as A, is not involved in GL(3,2). 
Now assame NC K2. Again (ai , hza , b, , vl> = Q,Z(KJ C B,Z(H). If 
/ 92,Z(H)j = IF, then QJ(H) = (Q,Z(K2), x> for an involution x E <zu, cz>* 
If x = w, then Q,Z(H) = R, which we have seen is impossible. If 5 = c2 ) 
then .Q,Z(M) = M has N,(H) = A< w, VI) with A~~(H)/Ef .s Es _ As before 
one obtains a contradiction from (l), (2’), (4), and Lemma 2.2. Wc are 
left with SZ,Z(H) = !&Z(K,), hence H = K e Ars(H> = 13 t (6, , cl) 
with HA (6,) cr> = 1. The group w = IV(H) r? C!2,Z(E) acts 
fa&hfully on Q = (a, , a2 , b, , vr) and has ow I?-subgroup (& I G,) z 
lVs(H)/H. Thus, .FT has a normal series iV > iGx 3 .PJs S 1 wttb N-,/_N2 E A, 
and R/AT1 and of odd order. Looking at GL(4,2) s A, we see that 
ATI 2 B where contains (6,) CJ. We study the action of B on Q. 
The group (&a , 2,) produces the eight classes {x> for x E (al , ci2 ) Zrrj and 
the two classes 4v, and 4arv, on Q. We compute C,(z) = (a, , Q~ i OJ 
for any x E (5,) Qs. It follows that there is an involution e: E (a1 ) ap , b,) 
centralized by an element d of order three in AT,((& , ~r))~ This element e 
has precisely 5 B-conjugates in Q. Suppose there is also a B-orbit of length 10. 
Tnen this orbit contains at least one <b, 9 Q-class (x) with x E (n, , c~a , b,) 
so that [B: CB(x)] is odd, a contradiction Consequently there are three 
B-classes of length 5 each in 9s. In partictllar, &r fuses with some element 
x E (a: , a2 ) b,)“, and we have an element f~ B of order 5 with the action 
f : VI + x * >x, -+ x2 -+ x3 4 01 
w-here x1 , x 2 ) x3 are in 4v, and of the form xi = yiq with yi E (al , gii , b,). 
It foIIows that 
f: XVI + x1x --t x$cl 4 x3x2 9 VIX3 --f xv1 . 
Clearly, xor lies in 4u, or 4a,v, . So the B-orbit (xnr , x1x, xzxl , x3x2 , ~rxa) 
contains precisely one involution of (a,, a2, b,). However, the distinct 
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elements x2x1 and x3x, both lie in (a1 , a2 , b,). This contradiction completes 
the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. The subgroup A is strongly closed in S with respect to C&Z(S). 
PYOO~. We introduce the canonical homomorphism *: K = Coz(S) -+ 
K* = K/Z(S). Look at the elementary abelian subgroups of order 25 in S*, 
they are C, C, , C, (L emma 3.3). If C, is conjugate to C in K*, then as S* 
is weakly closed in S* these groups are conjugate in N&S*) (Lemma 2.3). 
However, C = (S*)‘A* is invariant under N&S*). Similarly, C, N C, 
is impossible. Therefore C, C, , C, and CC, , CC, are weakly closed in 
S* w.r.t. K*. 
The group C, n C = Z(CC,) has just two S*-classes of red involutions 
(Table IV in Section 3). If (zucJ* N (qb,)* in K* then this happens 
already in N&CCr) (Lemma 2.3). But the orbit of (wcl)* under this 
normalizer has length an odd number times 
[S”: cs*((wcl)*)] = [S”: CCJ = 2. 
Consequently, the classes 2(wc,)* and 2(wc,b,)* remain unfused in K*. It 
follows that an element of odd order in iV&CCJ centralizes all red involu- 
tions in C, n C. These involutions generate a subgroup of order 2”. Therefore 
elements of odd order in N&CCi) act trivially on Cr n C. This proves 
that there is no K*-fusion of S*-classes of green involutions in C, n C 
(Lemma 2.3). A corresponding statement holds for the involutions in 
c, n c. 
The red involutions x* of C fall into three categories: those in C, n C 
have x2 = a, , those in C, n C have xB = a2 and the remaining ones form 
one S*-class with x2 = aia, (Table IV). There can be no fusion between 
distinct categories by the definition of K as C,Z(S). Therefore an element 
of odd order in N&C) centralizes the four S*-classes of length 2, the sub- 
group ((wci)*, bl*, b2*, (wcJ*) they generate, hence C. By Lemma 2.3 
there is no K*-fusion of S*-classes of green involutions in C. 
We turn to C, for which case the work has been done in Lemma 2.4. 
Again the possible fusion among elements of C, already occurs in Nlc*(C1). 
By Table IV the S*-classes of red involutions in C, have lengths 2, 2, 4, 4. 
First suppose that some of these classes combine to a complete N&C,)-orbit 
of length 10. Then N&C,) contains an element g of order five that does 
not centralize this orbit. However, g fixes the remaining class of length 2 
and the subgroup of order 4 generated by it as well as the corresponding 
factor group C, of order 23, so that g fixes C, . This is a contradiction. Suppose 
now that there is no complete N&C,)- c ass 1 of red involutions of the form 
2 N 4. Then both classes of length 2 remain unfused. In particular, an ele- / 
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ment of odd order in N,,(CJ must centralize the subgroup (bl*, b2*, (ml)*> 
generated by them and at least one of the remaining 8 re involutions; hence 
C, is centralized. This shows that there is no &Y-fusion among S*-classes 
of green involutions of C,, in this case. Finally, assume that 2 N 4 occ’tirs 
as a complete N,,(C,)-orbit of red involutions. I?y Table IV the class of 
length 2 in this orbit has the form Bx with B = (b,*) and the class of 
length 4 has the form Uy with U = (b,“, w”) or U = (b,*, w*bl*). 7% 
elements x, y may be chosen in such a way that there is an element g E i\i,,(C,) 
of odd order with xg = y. Note that (B, U) C .%‘cS*) = Cl n C n C, so 
that the hypotheses of Lemma 2.4 are satisfied. We conclude that this 
situation is impossible. 
Now let 7 be a green involution extremal in S* w.r.t. A? and let s be an 
involution conjugate to Y in S *. Then there is an elementj E 4;;‘” with sj = Y 
and C&s)j C C&Y) ill, Lemma 2.51. By Lemma 3.3, s is contained in 
one of the subgroups C, C, , C, , say s E C, . This subgroup is weakly closed 
in S* w.r.t. R*, hence C, = C,j C Cs*(y) and Y E C&C,) = C, ~ As s 
and r both lie in C, we conclude from what we have shown above that s 
and Y are already conjugate in S*. The subgroup A* is normal in S*, hence 
A is strongly closed in S w.r.t. K. 
Remark. A repeated application of Giauberman’s P-theorem shows 
that K has a normal 2-complement. However, we do not need this result here. 
5. PROOF OF THE THEO~M 
We conclude from Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 on the basis of Lemma 2.1 
that A is strongly closed in S even w.r.t. G. Hence G-oldschmidt’s theorem 
(Lemma 2.5) describes the structure of M = (AG)~ Kate that O(M) = I 
since we assume O(G) = I. So A = O,(M) 92i(&) where S, is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of M containing A. It follows that A = s-2,(&J as d is elementary. 
We may assume §‘, _C S = AD. Hence S0 = A * (S, n 
then 1 + Qr(S, n D) C D n i2n,(S,J = D n A = 1, q.e.a. We have shown 
that A is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N (and G is not simple). In particdar, 
the normal subgroups L of M occurring in Lemma 2.5 have elementary 
abelian Sylow 2-subgroups. So Z(L) = 1 and L is a simple group of type 
PSL(2, q), q = 0, 3, 5 (mod S), or of type Janko-Ree. 
Suppose a subgroup A of D normalizes one of these normal subgroups 
6, of M. We show that 1 is the only element of d that induces an inner 
automorphism of L. In fact, an element d E D n p\7,(k) also normalizes 
the Sylow 2-subgroup L n A of L; if f EL induces the same automorphism 
gc’=di oCL as d, then fEN,(LnA), f = ~.a with aELnA and r of 
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odd order, f=+.ci=ri, t=&-1~S, +=l, ai=h, but &jA=l, 
i.e., d E C&Z) = 1, d = 1. The same argument works with L replaced 
by L, in the case of a simple group of type Jar&o-Ree provided that d 
normalizes L, . 
Clearly (LD) is a direct product of simple groups isomorphic to L. This 
product can have at most three factors as L is simple with Sylow 2-subgroup 
of order at least 22 and 1 A j = 26. However, D acts on this set of direct 
factors [8, p. 701, so their number is 1 or 2. In the first case set A = D. 
In the second case D has a normal subgroup A of index 2 that normalizes 
both factors. If L is of type Janko-Ree we choose an involution t EL n A 
that is centralized by A. Since L has only one class of involutions [9; 10, 
p. 2751, CL(t) = (t) x L, with L, E PSL(2, q), q = 3, 5 (mod 8); CL(t) 
and L, are normalized by A. So in all cases A normalizes a group of type 
PSL(2, p), q = 0, 3, 5 (mod S), and is isomorphic to a group of outer auto- 
morphisms of PSL(2, q), i.e., a subgroup of PTL(2, p)/PSL(2, q), [4, pp. 103- 
104, 96-97, 91-961. Th us, d is abelian which excludes the first case where 
A = D. In the second case D = (A, vr) or D = (A, v,); we may assume 
D = (A, s>. Set U = L I? A, resp. U = L, n A in the case of a group L 
of type Janko-Ree; we have UA = U. Then U n lJ*1 = 1 as L n LQ = 1. 
On the other hand C,(v,) = (ar , aa , b, , cZ> where (a, , a, , b,) _C CA(w), 
hence U contains an element x’cr = xcZicl with x’, x E CA(w), i = 0 or 1. 
Clearly w E A. Hence U also contains (~c~~cr)~ = (azial)(xcaicr) and a,iar , 
which contradicts U n U”1 = 1. It follows that M = A. Q.E.D. 
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